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Calum Stirling
A recording by sound artist Matt Parker of the The 1950s Harwell Dekatron (WITCH)
Douglas Morland
Rumble - Link Wray
Gregor Wright
Poptones - Public Image Ltd.
Janie Nicol

A Forest - The Cure
a random list of music (for QPR) 2/7/15

get up and use me (Fire Engines)
Fog tapes (langham marshall)
Elaine radique : Transamerica Transamstream
Graham lambkin : Salmon Run
Purtrit Adam bohnman
Klara lewis
Gist
Con
Lee Gamble

all i have chosen this song because when i first came across country i realised that here was some
truly beautiful
pure music/sound to wind up around to left-field it hurts
exquisite
exclusively brilliant

< drawing actions (for QPR)

→ rip up bits of paper, keep on paper that stick
down and scramble over the top! why?

flakes

→ just draw i.e. this is the way i always do
because having a 'strategy' is so fucking pesky and
annoying...

→ cry onto paper at a sad song

→ write some (ir)relevant words and pretend
that writing is drawing enough

→ photocopy this page into

→ conceptualise it to death

→ kill a leanne so i don't have to do it

→ write a self-conscious list

to a love song

→ make love with a bit of paper
wrapped around my cock (or masturbate)

→ do an awful little pencil drawing of the
youtube page of my chosen song

→ draw a chicken (marked it)
Louise Schmid
Mikrokosmos, Volume II, 37-51- Bela Bartok
Mark Briggs
Die schöne Müllerin - Fritz Wunderlich - Schubert
Michael White
Open Mic Nite Pt. 1 and 2 - Viktor Vaughn
Mick Peter
What’s the ugliest part of your body? - Frank Zappa & Mothers of Invention
Mimei Thompson

Pale Blue Eyes - Velvet Underground
Hrafnhildur Halldórsdóttir
Capillarian Crest - Mastodon
Rose Ruane
I want you - Elvis Costello
A case of you - Joni Mitchell
Suzanne Dery
Rapture - Blondie
Stevie Hurrel
After The Gold Rush - Neil Young
In the shadow of the hand
Witness the Fitness - Roots Manuva
In the shadow of the hand
Witness the Fitness - Roots Manuva
Clyde Jones
(not just) Knee Deep - Funkadelic
Fallope and the Tubes
Big Dog - Fallope and the Tubes
you never heard of me, I never heard of you - Paul C
REAL LIFE:

PARLEDONIA

Ross Sinclair
Real Life Parledonia - Ross Sinclair
Mark Fitzpatrick
The land of Make believe - Bucks Fizz
Jacob Kerray
Also Sprach Zarathustra - Richard Strauss
Rosie Roberts
Graceland - Paul Simon
Kevin Hutchison
Mars Audiac Quintet - Stereolab